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Abstract
Ray Tracing is a rendering algorithm, capable of generating highly realistic images, typically
employed in non-interactive applications that disregard real time performance and focus exclusively
on image quality. As technological advances progressively improve GPU performance, many Ray
Tracing algorithms have been proposed to render virtual scenes in real time with better quality than
rasterization, which is more widely used in real time applications. Moreover, several works have
demonstrated that ray casting is, by definition, a high performance alternative to rasterization when
it comes to terrain rendering. Based on an analysis of several terrain ray tracing algorithms, a real
time terrain ray tracing engine was implemented leveraging those algorithms. The implemented engine
does not require conversion from heightmaps to polygonal meshes, employs a level-of-detail scheme
based on the three-dimensional distance from the viewer and is also capable of secondary ray tracing
for shadows, which has not been applied in previous works.
Keywords: Real Time, Ray Tracing, Scalable Terrains, Maximum Mipmaps, Secondary Rays

ization and still follow the typical constraints that
apply to rasterization.
Applying ray tracing to terrain rendering appears
to be a very attractive choice. The most notable
works on terrain ray tracing date back to 2010 [10,
4], however, given the advances in hardware and the
many different algorithms presently at our disposal,
real-time ray tracing for terrains can be improved.
To summarize this article, a brief analysis is done
in the Related Work section about the most important algorithms that contributed to our engine’s
implementation. Moving on to the Engine Implementation section, the more important parts of the
implementation are explained, such as primary ray
casting, ray traversal and secondary ray tracing. In
the results section presents the performance statistics obtained from testing the implemented engine.
To conclude this paper, a few avenues on future
work are discussed.

1. Introduction
This work focuses on real time terrain ray tracing.
Ray tracing is a high quality rendering technique
that was proposed in 1979 by Turner Whitted [11]
as primary ray tracing, or simply ray casting, capable of outputting highly realistic digital images
through the use of lighting effects like realistic shadows, reflections and refractions, unlike those utilized
typically in rasterization which require clever algorithms to grossly simulate those effects. While ray
tracing is usually applied to offline renderers that
focus exclusively high image quality, real-time ray
tracing is becoming more feasible as better techniques are developed and hardware capabilities are
pushed forward.
Terrain rendering has multiple applications in
gaming, movies, simulations and more.
Rendering tends to be performed with rasterization
techniques, involving adaptive triangle meshes,
clipmaps and LOD schemes. However, recent works
[5] have proved that ray casting [2] can be a high
performance alternative to rasterization in large
terrain rendering. Previous terrain rendering algorithms have some obvious deficiencies. While
the performance of rendering algorithms has been
highly optimized, the rendering quality achieved is
not necessarily great. The fact that rasterization is
currently the norm in rendering heavily influences
how developers approach ray tracing, many algorithms used in ray tracing are adapted from raster-

2. Related Work
Both terrain rendering with polygonal meshes and
ray tracing have seen a great deal of research over
time. In this section I will review three of the more
important algorithms analyzed, which heavily inspired the implementation of my ray tracing engine.
Geometry Clipmaps [6, 3] is a rendering technique widely used in the gaming industry to handle
terrain LODs. This technique creates mipmaps of
the terrain’s heightmap and clips those mipmaps
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(hence the name clipmap) into nested regular grids
centered around the viewer, so that each render different parts of the terrain at different LODs. Each
subsequent level has half the detail of the next finer
level. Levels are selected based on the distance
between viewer and terrain. Unlike with previous
techniques, which create a global hierarchy, Geometry Clipmaps create a quadtree-like hierarchy centered about the viewer that may actually be smaller
than the entire terrain, making it a scalable approach. Some advantages of this approach are the
intuitive division of the terrain in a clipped region,
scalability due to clipping only a portion of the visible terrain, distance-based LOD and a method to
create seamless transitions. Disadvantages include
very noticeable popping artifacts due to the use of
linear filtering, use of lossy compression (although
different compression schemes may be used) and the
employed distance based LOD metric does not take
viewer altitude into account.

viewer altitudes, by utilizing the three-dimensional
distance from viewer to terrain in the LOD selection, per-vertex, and reducing LOD artifacts.
The three-dimensional distance can be approximated, however the distance calculation must be
deterministic and consistent so as to generate the
same LOD for coincident vertices in different terrain nodes/tiles. The terrain is structured into a
quadtree where each level of the tree corresponds to
one LOD. Nodes contain the minimum and maximum height values present in the region they cover.
In the rendering phase nodes are tested for viewfrustum culling and LOD selection. The quality
gains from having less popping artifacts can be reflected in a slight performance hit. However no comparisons were made with other algorithms.
My engine was implemented as an attempt to
leverage the qualities of these three algorithms,
using Maximum mipmaps to highly optimize ray
traversal over heightmaps, Geometry Clipmaps to
The Maximum Mipmaps technique has proved simplify the terrain into multiple levels of detail and
to be a highly scalable solution [10, 4]. Although the 3D distance metrics from CDLOD to highlight
Maximum Mipmap structures were already used how ray tracing can produce better visual results
in previous works, Christian Dick et al. greatly than rasterization using LOD schemes. CDLOD
improve the ray traversal method for such struc- smooth transitions were not implemented, howtures by making full use of the quadree structure of ever.
mipmaps. Texels in the maximum mipmap contain 3. Engine Implementation
the maximum height value in a patch of the origTwo ray tracing engines were implemented in C++
inal terrain, which represent a bounding box over
and OpenGL 4.5. Ray tracing is entirely implea certain extent of the terrain depending on the
mented in GPU using OpenGL’s Shader Pipeline.
mipmap level. Being similar to a quadtree, mipmap
The entire rendering process requires a single shader
levels have a parent-child relation where patches in
pass. In this section an overview is done of all the
a coarse level contain four children patches in the
steps in the ray tracing algorithm, including texture
next finer level. Each mipmap level is, thus, genstorage, primary ray tracing, ray traversal, shading
erated by determining the maximum value of the
and secondary ray tracing.
four children patches, in the level below, and storing it in the parent patch. This technique allows ray 3.1. Texture Storage
traversal over heightmaps to be performed at a log- When either engine starts, the first step is to load
arithmic complexity by skipping intersection with all of the terrain components, the heightmap, maxmultiple terrain patches. This traversal algorithm imum mipmaps, photo texture and normal maps,
is compared to linear search, binary search and re- and store them in their appropriate formats.
laxed cone stepping [7], performing better than linTwo heightmap formats are utilized across difear and binary search but worse than relaxed cone ferent algorithms: per point and per patch. The
stepping. While relaxed cone stepping requires too per point format is the cheapest format in terms of
large pre-computation times for large terrains, max- memory required and stores a single height value
imum mipmaps can be employed in rendering large per texel and is the preferred format for storage on
terrains as the mipmap structure can be generated disk. The per patch format requires almost 4x more
on the fly with almost negligible times. For this memory and stores one patch per texel, containing
reason maximum mipmaps can also be used to ren- four neighbouring height values in the heightmap.
der dynamic terrains as well. A limitation of this Despite the difference in memory consumed, the per
algorithm is that, due to its quadtree structure, it patch format was utilized in [10] to optimize texcan specifically be used with heightmaps in power- ture accesses in the GPU, and was implemented in
of-two resolutions.
this engine for that reason. Hence, heightmaps are
Continuous-Distance Level of Detail (CDLOD), stored as a RGBA texture. Note that per point
presented in [9] is a LOD technique that improves and per patch don’t necessarily refer to the amount
rendering quality over previous techniques, namely of data stored per texel, but rather to what each
the fact that Geometry Clipmaps does not consider texel represents, as different components may rep2

resent different information. Both 8-bit and 16-bit texture.
heightmaps are supported. Also, for compatibility
3.2. Primary Rays
with the implemented LOD scheme, lower resoluPrimary rays are calculated according to the followtion versions of the heightmap are also generated.
ing formulas:
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Figure 1: Comparison between per point and per
patch formats.

(1)
The Vertex Shader implements this formula with
two mechanisms. First, rendering a screen-sized
quad. This quad is arranged into a VAO containing
basic vertex and texture coordinates. The shader is
executed once per vertex, and utilizes the texture
coordinates, ranging from 0 to 1 in both axis proportionately to the screen dimensions. Secondly, by
passing the the screen dimensions, tangent values
and camera referential vectors, the vertex shader
can fully calculate the formula and re-utilize the
tangent values every frame. Combining these two
mechanisms, primary rays are calculated only for
the four corners of our quad and passed into the
fragment shader. The Shader Pipeline automatically performs an interpolation of variables sent to
the fragment shader according to the fragment they
are rendered to, thus the primary rays are interpolated for all the remaining pixels. In the end, this
method is more efficient than applying the ray formula to each pixel.

The Maximum Mipmap structure can be represented as a texture in per patch format as well.
However, since it stores only the maximum height
value in a terrain patch, instead of four height
values per texel, a single channel texture is used.
Building this structure is very straightforward, for
each patch in the terrain, determine the maximum
height value and copy it to the equivalent patch
index in the Maximum Mipmap texture. All of
the coarser resolutions can be determined by applying the same operation recursively on each level
of the Maximum Mipmap until the coarsest level,
with resolution 1x1, is reached. Maximum Mipmap
data can be stored as single channel texture with
mipmaps.
One of the more flexible components of the terrain is the photo texture. Its resolution is independent of the heightmap’s and it is stored in per patch
format so that image interpolation can be correctly
applied across patches. The fact that resolution
is independent means that memory requirements
differ compared to heightmaps. Many real terrain
heightmaps are accompanied by a larger resolution
photo texture. Common solutions involve image
compression and selecting small tile sizes for large
terrains. So, this engine also supports textures compressed in DXT1 format, which has a compression
ratio of 6:1.
A normal map is the fourth component and is
stored in per point format, because normals are a
part of the vertex attributes. Although it is possible
to calculate normals on-the-fly during ray traversal,
the resulting lighting quality is akin to flat shading in common rasterization renderers producing
sharp differences at height patch boundaries. A
normal map, on the other hand, is one way to provide smooth normals to the ray tracing algorithm
and requires an almost neglible pre-processing time
that can be integrated in the engine’s initialization.
Normals in this engine are stored as a 24-bit RGB

3.3. Terrain Bounding Box Intersection
Once at the fragment shader, the ray traversal algorithm begins. The first step before performing
traversal is to verify that the ray intersects with the
terrain’s bounding box basically performing a raycube intersection. To do so we employ an adaptation of the Fast Grid Traversal algorithm [1], whose
first step is to determine the ray’s entrance and exit
points on the bounding box.
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Figure 2: Bounding box intersection diagram and
formulas for calculating the ray min and max parameters, as well as deltas, for each axis.
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LOD = MAX-1

LOD = MAX

Figure 2 illustrates the ray intersection with the
terrain’s bounding box. If the ray originates from
within the terrain, then that point is considered
to be the entrance point. Otherwise, the entrance
point will be determined by substituting the highest minimum ray parameter in the ray equation.
The exit point is determined in the same way with
the lowest maximum ray parameter instead. The
entrance point, exit point and deltas will be necessary for the maximum mipmap traversal. From
here, the algorithm enters the traversal loop.

a)

c)

b)

Descend

Next Patch

Figure 4: Descending operation example. Entrance
point is colored green, exit point is colored magenta
3.4. Maximum Mipmap Traversal
As mentioned in the previous section, an adapta- and the intersection point has a cross. a) An intertion of the Fast Grid Traversal algorithm was im- section is found at the coarsest mipmap level so a
plemented to perform traversal on the maximum descending operation is performed. b) There is no
mipmap structure. The minimum and maximum intersection found at this patch so traversal moves
parameters as well as the deltas calculated previ- on to the next. c) Again an intersection is found and
ously will be used to step each ray through the max- another descending operation would be performed.
imum patches. The traversal algorithm is adapted
to step the ray through any of the mipmap levels
The second operation is descending one mipmap
by recalculating the ray deltas. To enable these level. Descending the maximum mipmap happens
level changes, the maximum mipmap algorithm of- when traversal is performed at a coarse mipmap
fers three operations: ray-maximum patch intersec- level and an intersection between the ray and a maxtion, descending one mipmap level and ascending imum patch is found. In which case, traversal must
one mipmap level.
proceed to the next finer level to test intersections
more accurately on a child patch, as can be seen in
LOD = MAX
LOD = MAX-1
Figure ??. Performing this operation involves recalculating the maximum mipmap texture integer
indices and the traversal parameters so they can be
used at the next level. Once at the lowest level,
instead of a descending operation the engine will
perform an intersection test with the terrain itself.
LOD = MAX-2

Figure 3: Each patch of the Maximum Mipmap represents a bounding box around the terrain’s domain
it covers horizontally. When an intersection is found
at any particular level, traversal proceeds to the
next level, at a finer resolution.

a)

A ray-maximum patch intersection is very simple. The traversal loop keeps track of the entrance
and exit parameters of the ray on the current patch
being traversed, which are obtained from the initial
minimum and maximum parameter values and the
deltas. An intersection occurs when the ray falls
below the maximum height value in the maximum
patch. To do this we must determine the ray altitude values at the entrance and exit points, as
illustrated in Figure ??. Our goal here is to verify
that the ray falls below the maximum plane, so we
do not need to determine the intersection point. It
is sufficient to test the two altitude values at the
entrance and exit points. Because the maximum
mipmap is a bounding box, if any of the two points
lie below the maximum plane then an intersection
must have occurred at that mipmap level.

LOD = MAX-1
c)

b)

Next Patch

Ascend

Figure 5: Ascending operation example: a) No intersection is found at the current level. Ascending
is not possible because the next patch has the same
parent on the coarser level. b) There is no intersection again, but this time ascending is possible. c)
An intersection was found and the next step would
be to descend again.
Ascending happens when an intersection fails and
the patch that would be tested in the next traversal iteration has a different parent patch than the
current patch. If the second condition did not hold,
traversal would backtrack to repeat an intersection
4

with the parent patch. Therefore, the ascending
operation both brings traversal to the coarser level
and immediately advances to the next patch at the
new level, as shown in Figure 5.

to both engines but the management of an active
region has implications on how ray traversal is performed. Instead of a single heightfield, the scalable
engine manages an active region containing 3x3 terrain tiles, basically 9 independent heightfields. In
this implementation, a large texture is allocated per
terrain component to fit all tiles as a 3x3 matrix.
Mipmaps are generated for the heightmap and maximum mipmap components based on the tile dimensions and not the terrain’s total dimension, where
the coarsest level is a 3x3 texture with each maximum patch representing a bounding box over the
respective active tile. Whenever the user moves
around the terrain the action region shifts to keep
up, as the engine discards the old tiles that left the
active region and uploads to the GPU the new tiles
that just entered.
While heightfields are obviously contiguous in
the small-scale engine, the scalable engine may not
guarantee that condition due to the performance
implications it would have. Shifting the active region and re-loading tiles would require copying multiple tiles over to different locations in all the active
region components, which is an expensive operation
to perform simultaneously with the main application. To simplify tile loading as much as possible,
new tiles are uploaded to the available slots in the
active region, regardless of whether the active terrain is contiguous in memory or not. To keep track
of which slots of the active region these tiles are
loaded to, each tile’s position is registered in an index array as shown in Figure 6.

3.5. LOD control
An LOD control scheme was integrated into the
maximum mipmap traversal algorithm to effectively simplify terrain rendering with Geometry
Clipmaps. Integrating an LOD scheme with maximum mipmaps is very straightforward, before testing intersection with the maximum patch, run the
LOD function to determine the minimum mipmap
level that can be traversed. The implemented
scheme utilizes a distance metric for LOD transitions based on the 3D distance from the viewer to
the terrain similar to what is achieved with CDLOD
[9]. However, the smooth transitions from CDLOD
were not implemented.
The 3D distance from the viewer is implicitly calculated during ray traversal, which keeps track of
this distance traversed thus far as the patch entrance and exit ray parameters. But these values
do not represent the real distance from the viewer
to the terrain, which can only be determined in the
last iteration of the traversal loop.
It is mentioned in [9] that an approximation of
the 3D distance is acceptable as long as the LOD
scheme is coherent, meaning that the same patch
should be assigned the same LOD regardless of variations in the 3D distance of the different rays traced.
Hence, two alternative approaches were considered.
One approach attempts to control LODs by simply utilizing the distance traversed thus far. This
scheme is not coherent as it causes LOD transitions
to appear in the middle of patches. The other would
be measure the distance from the viewer to the center of the maximum mipmap patch, but that would
make traversal impossible as rays may be prevented
from descending in the maximum mipmap structure
in situations where it should be possible.
In the end, combining both approaches produces
a coherent LOD scheme that utilizes two LOD control limits. The limit obtained from the current
distance traversed limits how far traversal can still
descend while the limit based on the distance to
the center point of the maximum patch dictates
at which LOD intersection should happen with the
current cell. An intersection with the terrain should
occur when both limits are the same or when difference between both limits is one level and at least
one child patch belongs to the same level as the
parent patch.
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Figure 6: Active tiles stored in memory may not
be contiguous within the active region texture. An
index array keeps track of their positions in memory
so that each can be accessed properly in the ray
tracing algorithm.

The traversal algorithms uses two coordinate systems, world coordinates for ray traversal parameters and intersection points, and contiguous texture
coordinates for texture accesses. We call the latter
contiguous texture coordinates because traversal is
executed as if the heightmap was contiguous. For
this reason, texture coordinates must be converted
into unsorted coordinates when making texture accesses, so that the correct tile can be accessed. The
index array enables this conversion from contigu3.6. Scalable Traversal
ous indices into unordered indices by allowing us
Traversal in the scalable engine is slightly different to calculate a conversion array. This array converts
from the small-scale engine. The same notions and the contiguous texture indices into unsorted indices,
algorithms presented in the previous sections apply and must be recalculated once for each active tile
5

traversed. An example of this conversion is illustrated in Figure 7
Sorted active region

Active Tiles

4
i=1

7 2 0 6 1 4 8 3 5
i=8

i=0

Real Index Array

Figure 7: Illustration of how active tile conversion
applied. The tile that should be rendered at the top
left corner of the active region, index 6, was stored
at index 8 in memory. An underlying conversion
array of [2,0] is used to perform the correct access.
Therefore, the main difference between the scalable engine and the small-scale engine is that traversal must take into account the current active tile being traversed and perform texture conversions while
accessing a texture. During the ray traversal initalization stage, the engine determines the starting active tile based on the ray’s entrance point in
the terrain, and it’s corresponding conversion array.
Every iteration in the traversal loop, a test must be
performed to verify if the patch to be tested belongs
to a different active tile or is outside of the active
region. In which case the active tile and the conversion array are updated to match the new active
tile or traversal terminates, respectively.

Figure 8: Several shading modes. From top to bottom and left to right: Photo Shading, Height Shading, Depth Shading, LOD Shading, Lighting Grid
Shading, Normal Shading, Light Shading, Ray Step
Shading, Secondary Ray Step Shading

tracing secondary rays along with an LOD control
scheme. An intersection point from primary ray
tracing may occur at any LOD. When a secondary
ray is traced, it must be traced using LOD parameters coherent with the primary ray. The solution
to this is to determine the 3D distance based on
the origin of the primary ray instead of the secondary ray. This way, the secondary ray traversal
will compute LOD transitions and regions that coherent with those in the first ray traversal.
One other issue is that, with the use of an LOD
scheme, a new array of artifacts becomes evident:
shadow popping and shadow gaps. Shadow popping occurs when visualizing LOD transitions on
the terrain and are much more noticeable than terrain popping. Shadow cracks result from cracks in
the terrain when the LOD transition is not smooth.
Even closing the transition gap, the slight deviation from the original heightmap might cause the
shadow ray to immediately intersect nearby terrain, creating artifact shadows where regular terrain cracks would have occured. Both artifacts are
evident in our approach as smooth transitions were
not implemented.

3.7. Bilinear Patch Intersection
Once traversal reached the limit LOD, decided by
the LOD function, or the finest level of the maximum mipmaps, the last step is to perform an intersection test with the terrain itself. This is achieved
using Bilinear Patch Interpolation [8].
3.8. Shading
Taking the final intersection result from the ray
traversal algorithm, shading is performed at last.
Due to the nature of the information retrieved by
the ray traversal algorithm, different types of information can be easily visualized without sending
additional object data into the shader pipeline. For
this reason, several rendering modes were implemented and they are illustrated in Figure 8.
3.9. Secondary Rays
The most important rendering mode involves secondary ray tracing. A new ray, defined by the intersection point and normal, is cast towards a light
source, represented as a directional light source in
the engine. The ray tracing algorithm is executed
once more to determine if there is an obstruction in
the path of that ray. If that is the case, then the
initial intersection point is in shadow and should
appear darker. Otherwise, lighting will be applied
normally.
However, there are certain issues related with

4. Results
In this section is given an analysis of the performance measured for the ray tracing engine in terms
of Frame Rate, Rays cast per second, Traversal
complexity (number of steps per ray) and Memory Consumption. All tests were performed on a
laptop equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ @
2.60GHz-3.50GHz, 16GB RAM DDR4 2133MHz,
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6GB (Mobile) GPU
and Windows 10 x64.
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Figure 10: Two terrain datasets tested with the
small-scale ray tracer: Puget Sound and Colorado.
using the same camera course and rendering parameters so as to keep results consistent.
One last note is that the Colorado dataset was
tested
both in 16-bit and 8-bit to facilitate comFigure 9: Four terrain datasets tested with the
parison.
Results from both precision formats are
small-scale ray tracer: Synthetic, Grand Canyon,
very
similar
and have small frame variations of 1-3
Puget Sound and Colorado.
in different executions, therefore the greatest difference between 8-bit and 16-bit precision lies in the
longer loading times, higher memory consumed and
4.1. Data Sets
better image quality. Performance is not affected.
Six datasets were used in the performance tests,
The results presented for the Colorado datasets are
four with the small-scale engine and two with the
obtained from the 16-bit version tests.
scalable engine, shown in Figures 9 and 10. The
small data sets include: a synthesized terrain with 4.2. Frame Rate and Rays Per Second
1024x1024 resolution, a sub-region of the Puget The first performance test measured the frame rate
Sound data set with 4096x4096 resolution, Grand and rays per second of the two engines. Tests were
Canyon with a 2048x4096 resolution and a data performed at resolutions of 1024x768, 1280x1024
set of Colorado with 4096x4096. All heightmaps and 1920x1080, but the results, which can be seen
are stored with 8-bit precision, except the Colorado in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, are summarized at the highwhich is a 16-bit heightmap. On the other hand, est resolution tested.
the scalable engine was tested with two datasets:
The small-ray tracer can render an average frame
a large version of the 8-bit Puget Sound data set rate between 109-125 for the highest resolution
with a total resolution of 16384x16384 samples di- tested, for ray casting, and 48-56 for secondary ray
vided in 4x4 tiles of 4096x4096 resolution, and a tracing, showing that real time ray tracing can be
large version of the 16-bit Colorado dataset with achieved, even using secondary ray tracing. Una total resolution of 16384x16384 samples, divided like the Grand Canyon which contains many more
into 8x8 tiles of 2048x2048 resolution.
high frequency structures that happen to obstruct
Effectively the large Puget Sound dataset has each other, resulting in higher average rates. Frame
an active region of 12288x12288 samples while rates for Puget Sound and Colorado are quite simthe large Colorado dataset has 6144x6144 samples. ilar, while the Grand Canyon presents higher miniThese tile dimensions and active regions are not rec- mums. The Grand Canyon contains high frequency
ommended but were selected to test the limits of the structures and most altitude values are already very
engine and also because the photo textures have the high, meaning that these high frequency structures
same resolution as the heightmap.
tend to obstruct each other, causing rays to terTests were performed in both engines following minate intersection earlier than otherwise. The
the same set of parameters across different screen Puget Sound and Colorado, on the other hand, have
resolutions and two rendering modes: primary trac- mostly low altitude values. One half of the Puget
ing and secondary tracing. Patch size was set to 1, Sound dataset is very flat and the other half conthe LOD distance parameter was set to 256, FOV tains a mountainous region. Capturing a large porwas set to 60 degrees and the far-z value was set tion of the terrain near the high frequency structo a very large value so that the entire terrain is tures will cause traversal to descend quickly into the
rendered at all times. The range of altitudes for finer levels and then traverse a long distance over
each terrain was also the same. For each dataset a the flat terrain. The Colorado dataset is quite simicamera path was recorded so as to allow subsequent lar to the Puget Sound in regards to the terrain layexecutions to perform the same camera course. In out, except that it contains more variation overall,
short, results at different resolutions were recorded thus presenting the lowest results out of all the real
7

FPS
datasets. While Maximum Mipmaps should scale
Terrain
Min Avg
Max
logarithmically with terrain resolution, the synthePuget Sound
26
42
60
sized terrain at a lower resolution of 1024x1024
Colorado
25
36
56
presents similar results to the real terrains. The
MRay/Second
cause of such values is likely the fact that this terrain contains exclusively high frequency structures
Puget Sound 98.1 139.5 193.7
with fast variations in altitudes, ranging from the
Colorado
97.4 124.2 169.6
minimum and maximum height values. Real terrains tend to have more constant height values with
smaller amounts of variation. This difference ap- Table 4: Scalable engine frame rate results with
pears to have greater impact in performance than primary ray tracing.
the terrain’s dimensions alone.
The scalable ray tracer shows lower average frame
rates
compared to the small-scale engine, and parMax
ticularly
low minimum values. Primary to sec213
ondary
tracing
demonstrates the same decrease in
162
frame
rate
as
in
the small engine. The lower av193
erages
are
due
to
the addition of one conditional
201
branch to the traversal loop and the fact that the
active regions for both datasets are larger than
269.7
the small-scale terrains tested. Since the traversal
336.1
loop is executed billions of times per second, every
394.3
change, now matter how small, has an immediate
394.3
impact in performance. Lower minimum values, especially apparent for the large Puget Sound dataset,
Table 1: Small-scale engine performance results are also caused by the CPU-GPU transfer times rewith primary ray tracing.
quired for the large tile sizes selected. Despite the
lower frame rates overall, the difference from the
small-scale ray tracer does not appear to be too
FPS
significant. Both engines can perform real time ray
Terrain
Min
Avg
Max
tracing.
Synthetic
33
48
101
The number of rays traced per second reaches valG. Canyon
37
53
88
ues higher than 150 million and 100 million rays, for
Puget Sound
31
56
126
primary and secondary tracing respectively, on both
Colorado
33
51
100
engines. Only rays that entered the traversal loop
MRay/Second
in the ray tracing algorithm are taken into account,
Synthetic
131.3 167.5 226.1
regardless of the number of traversal steps. ThereG. Canyon
149.4 189.4 253.1
fore the number of rays traced does not necessarPuget Sound 117.0 177.0 302.9
ily reflect how powerful the system is, but together
Colorado
115.1 157.2 257.8
with the frame rate, they help us understand low
and high frame rates. Lower frame rates are tied
to a lower number of rays traced, where rays were
Table 2: Small-scale engine frame rate results with
overall more expensive to compute. And the opposecondary ray tracing.
site applies to higher frame rates as well. Secondary
rays seem to lower the number of rays traced significantly, showing that shadow rays can be more
FPS
expensive to compute.
Terrain
Min
Avg
Max
One interesting fact to note, although not repPuget Sound
49
101
134
resented in the data here, is that the number of
Colorado
66
92
138
rays traced slightly increases with resolution as the
Scalable MRay/Second
number of frames is reduced. This can be explained
Puget Sound 101.6 206.4 277.8
by the fact that the main loop is executed more
Colorado
134.8 181.5 240.5
often when more frames are rendered than otherwise, which causes the application to spend slightly
Table 3: Scalable engine performance results with less time doing rendering. The end result is that
primary ray tracing.
more frames are still produced at lower resolutions
but, thanks to the time spent performing updates
FPS
Terrain
Min
Avg
Synthetic
79
109
G. Canyon
89
119
Puget Sound
76
125
Colorado
81
121
MRay/Second
Synthetic
154.1 205.3
G. Canyon
184.6 248.7
Puget Sound 157.7 258.5
Colorado
151.9 225.4
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and event handling, the actual time spent perform- 4.4. Memory Consumption
ing ray tracing, and therefore the number of rays Unlike other works, which require dynamic comtraced, is slightly reduced.
putations to update the terrain’s mesh based on
the LOD function, this approach requires a con4.3. Traversal Steps
stant amount of memory throughout the execution
To help us understand how expensive it was to based on the terrain’s resolution. Terrain compocompute each frame ray step heatmaps were imple- nents are stored as textures during the initialization
mented. Whereas the frame rate and the number of phase and no more allocations or deallocations are
rays have a certain correlation to the complexity of done in the GPU. Nevertheless, the engine requires
each frame, lower values for higher complexities, the a certain amount of memory for initialization which
level of complexity is directly given by the number can be determined analytically based on the texture
times the traversal loop was executed in a frame.
storage types.
The traversal loop is executed over 4 billions of
times per second, a direct product of the screen
4×4 1×4 3
+
+ )
M em8 =w × h × (
resolution, frame rate and the average number of
3
3
6
(2)
traversal steps per ray. But rather than obtaining
+
(w
+
1)
×
(h
+
1)
×
3
the average or total number of steps, a heatmaps
are easy to visualize and have been used in previous
8×4 2×4 3
works [4, 10]. The heatmap color coding utilized is
M em16 =w × h × (
+
+ )
3
3
6
(3)
the same as in [10].
+ (w + 1) × (h + 1) × 3
Using 16-bit heightmaps nearly doubles the
amount of memory consumed compared to 8-bit
heightmaps, which is not surprising as height values
require one additional byte each. The heightmap
is stored as a four-channel RGBA texture while
the maximum mipmap is stored as a single-channel
texture. Both textures are mipmapped which consumes an additional 33% of memory. The photo
texture is compressed with a 6:1 ratio and the normal map is stored in an RGB texture, in per point
format, with no compression. Note that all the
photo textures in our data sets have the same resolution as the heightmap.
Terrain sizes higher than 2048x2048 require a
very high amount of memory, which is why the small
tile sizes of 512x512 or 1024x1024 are recommended
for scalable rendering.

400

200

0

Figure 11: Ray step heatmaps in the Colorado
dataset at different viewer positions.
In Figure 11 we can see that the number of traversal steps in the Colorado dataset. Note, as mentioned before, that the Colorado dataset has a resolution of 4096x4096. The number of ray steps seem
to vary from 50 to 150, only reaching up to 200
steps in very specific locations. We can see that performance varies for each individual ray: rays that
graze the terrain at high-frequency structures are
more expensive and rays pass fly over flat regions
of the terrain are cheaper to compute.
Adding secondary rays increases the traversal
cost per pixel. Consequently, the frame rate decreases compared to primary tracing. Different light
angles produce different complexity levels, which
vertical lighting directions being cheapest to compute and near-horizontal lighting directions being
the most expensive. An interesting fact to note with
secondary tracing is that shadow boundaries can be
visualized based on the number of steps - rays that
graze the terrain require more traversal steps.

5. Conclusions
In this paper was described the implementation of
a Terrain Ray Tracing Engine, developed in C++
and OpenGL, employing Maximum Mipmaps, Geometry Clipmaps and a 3D distance LOD control
scheme. Two versions of the engine were implemented, a small-scale ray tracer and a scalable raytracer capable of rendering large terrains. Results
have shown that scalability is easily overcome with
the use of Maximum Mipmaps. Although the scalable ray tracer has to execute additional code in
the traversal loop compared to the small-scale ray
tracer, the difference in frame rates is not too significant. The resulting image quality is high using primary ray tracing, resulting in hardly any
rendering artifacts. Secondary ray tracing, which
was not present in previous works, was also implemented to provide higher quality shadows in realtime. Shadow artifacts are more noticeable than the
9

more common rendering artifacts. The two implementations are capable of achieving real time frame
rates at a resolution of 1920x1080, with both primary and secondary ray tracing.

Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH, pages 769–
776, 2004.
[7] F. Policarpo and M. Oliveira. Relaxed cone
stepping for relief mapping. GPU Gems 3, Ch.
18, 2007. Addison-Wesley Professional.

5.1. Future Work
Several issues were faced that could be explored
[8] S. Ramsey, K. Potter, and C. Hansen. Bilinear
in future work. Large terrain resolutions require
patch intersections. Journal of Graphics Tools,
a very large amount of memory, so an efficient
9(3):41–47, 2004.
memory storage method compatible with maximum
mipmaps would reduce memory requirements. The
[9] F. Strugar. Continuous distance-dependent
LOD control scheme is enough to fix rendering arlevel of detail for rendering heightmaps (cdtifacts in primary ray tracing but results in problod). Journal of Graphics, GPU, and Game
lematic shadow artifacts in secondary ray tracing.
Tools, 14(4):57–74, 2009.
A specialized LOD transition method for secondary
ray tracing and maximum mipmaps would greatly [10] A. Tevs, I. Ihrke, and H.-P. Seidel. Maximum
mipmaps for fast, accurate, and scalable dyimprove rendering quality. Lastly, the active region
namic height field rendering. In Proceedings of
in the scalable engine can be small at times and
ACM Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics
a smarter tile management system can be impleand Games, pages 183–190, 2008.
mented to render parts of the terrain that are very
far away. Such a system could leverage the fact
that maximum mipmaps must be stored in mem- [11] T. Whitted. An improved illumination model
for shaded display. Proceedings of the 6th anory up to the finest LOD used per tile, and no
nual conference on Computer graphics and infiner resolution levels are required otherwise. Far
teractive techniques, 1979.
way tiles can be render with only coarse level. In
addition, previous methods have utilized tile compression techniques that involve upsampling coarse
levels and synthesizing fine levels which could be
further explored specifically for ray tracing.
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